## Spelling Words

1. bounce
2. frown
3. mountain
4. drawn
5. false
6. couch
7. howling
8. always
9. scouted
10. sauce
11. pounce
12. coleslaw
13. squawk
14. awful
15. sprout
16. scrounge
17. awning
18. slouch
19. aloud
20. jigsaw

## Review Words

21. mobile
22. recognize
23. throat

## Challenge Words

24. tomahawk
25. roundabout

### About Your Spelling Words

Each of this week's words have /ou/ and /ô/ sounds.

The /ou/ sound is the vowel you hear in the middle of the word *pout* and *sour*.

The /ô/ sound is the vowel you hear at the end of the words *draw* and *claw.*